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Beat Saber is a massive runaway success in the VR community, largely due to the customization provided in the PC version (sorry PSVR users). Not only can you download custom songs that users have mapped to create an endless library of music (we've made streams requesting songs where viewers can choose a song for us to play
live), but you can also download and install custom blades (or sabers as well) and colors for those blades as well. During our Christmas music special stream we used candy in the shape of a blade and exchanged flowers from red and blue to red and green to get in the festive spirit. This process is actually very easy to do. How to install
custom sabers in Beat Saber The next steps will walk you through exactly where to find and how to install custom sabers in Beat Saber. If you are more interested in creating your own saber for use in the game, then you can download the actual custom Saber Plugin here. Download the latest version of BeatSaberModInstaller.exe (2.2.3
at the time of writing), with the game closed run .exe, confirm that the game directory is correctly selected, and then install the basic mods (those tested by default, select additional services if you want). .exe can trigger a warning from Windows when you run it, from here you can follow this guide to get custom songs to work, but if you
want custom sabers and custom colors, then make sure you choose Custom Sabers and Custom Colors options. You can also get Customs Avatars and Customs Platforms or any of the other fashion options, If you want, Join the Beat Saber fashion group on Discord and visit the #finished-sabers channel, scroll and find some sabers that
you can try and download .saber files, Drop .saber files that you downloaded into the Custom Sabers folder back in the Beat Saber catalog, once you start the game, in the bottom right corner you should see a new custom option. You can view your options and on the right you will see a preview of the new saber. As you use custom
colors in Beat Saber Follow steps 1-3 from How to install custom Sabers In Beat Saber step-by-step guide above, In the options menu you should see the choice for visual effects and settings, from here you can customize the colors for each side (default red on the left and blue on the right) that will change the boxes and sabers to match
the chosen side. Great! Now you can customize and customize Beat Saber to your liking even more fully. Be sure to install some custom tracks as well, while you're at it. Let us know some of your favorite sabers down in the comments below! Featured Image Source and h/t: f4cepa1m Hi r/Vive, The custom saber installation in Beat Saber
has changed several times over the past 12 months, but it's still super easy to set up. Here's an updated, 100% working tutorial so you're sorted in 5 minutes or less. Video tutorial link at the end for those who prefer: Download and install Mod Assistant - - More information and then run anyway, if you get Windows 10 promptDouble click
ModAssistant.exe you just downloaded to run itIn Mod Assistant, click I agree, click on the Fashion tab, click Set or update. When he says: Ready To download Fashions close windowDownload SaberPlugin.zip - (Mod by/u/BSMG_Steven will be built in fashion assistant soon)Double tap 'CustomSabers_3.5.1.zip' file, that you just
downloaded and copy 'CustomSabers' and 'Plugins' folder to this folder on your computer: Program Files (x86) 'Steam'steamapps'commonBeat SaberDownload custom sabers you want: MODEL SABERCopy custom files .saber, that you just downloaded into this folder on your computer: Program Files (x86) Steamsteamapps
generalBeat Saber'CustomSabers Beat Saber. Custom Sabre Menu is now left in Mods tabThat's it: VIDEO TUTORIAL: 2 31 comments Custom Sabers for Beat Saber Tutorial Hai, Video tutorial: Tutorial:1. Download and install 'ModAssistant.exe': (Click More Information and then Run anyway if you get Windows 10 hint)2. Double tap
ModAssistant.exe you just downloaded3. In Mod Assistant click I agree, click on the Fashion tab, click Set or update. When he says: The finished fashion download close window3. Download SaberPlugin.zip: . Double-click the 'CustomSabers_3.5.1.zip' file you just downloaded and copy the 'CustomSabers' and 'Plugins' folder to that
folder on your computer (if you have Steam installed on the C-disk): C: Program Files (x86). Download the custom sabers you want from here: . Copy the .saber files (the usual sabers you've just downloaded) into this folder on your computer (if you have Steam installed on Drive C): C: Program Files (x86)Steam-steamappscommonBeat
Saber-CustomSabers7. Run Beat Saber, a custom Saber menu now left in the Fashion Tab: s it. Full video tutorial here: CoEdited by Yuuki-0802 At the moment BeatOn stops only if you beat the saber version of 1.3.0p2 or before you can have mods! With the new Beat Saber update some changes have to happen with mods to make
them work again. If you did any of them with my guide files you will find updated manual files in repo where they have always been! I hope to see the mods be updated soon! If you're at home as part of an asset replacement, you'll be able to use this information to update mods yourself: Sabers - the old set, but can't remove - update the
sharedassets file in json (12 --gt; 13) Notes - the old ones won't be installed as far as I can tell - you need to update the sharedassets file in json (13 --gt; 14) Platforms - no track changes - the old ones won't install as far as I can tell - file in json (12 --gt; 13) Hitsounds - no changes menusounds - no changes menumodels - no changes
menutitles - no changes to Hook mods - no idea Don't forget to change gameversion in your beatonmod.json! Table Content Unity version 2018.3.10f1 (any below or above and BeatSaber will collapse) is the unity project. Source: Here is the Model of the program of your choice (I prefer fusion360) UnityAssetBundleExtractor (UABE) NOT
my program, be careful when downloading programs from the Internet! Source: Here The Files Guide.zip contains .stl SaberTemplate, .obj SaberTemplate and customized beatonmod.json Create your own models: You can also make your own models! I won't make this guide on how to use the model software to do this, just how to export
files from your model program to use something to make sabers, make sure the different parts are split to make sure you can give them different textures/shaders. For example, this sword, which I made, is divided into different parts: the blade and shiny accents. Saved this part as Blade.obj lightly colored white bits. Saved this part as
GlowingEdges.obj And pen. Saved this part as Handle.obj Together they make the sword possible: Grids don't have to be connected to function as a single grid! So whatever you do, if you have a few grids that should be one, export them as a single file, otherwise you won't be able to get them in the mod properly. Please keep in mind
that before exporting, you should want to keep the size and orient the saber to the provided SaberTemplate. Move the sabers, not the template! This ensures that we get the sword in the right position. Make sure that the top (not cutting side) of your sword is aligned with the arrow on the template (from the Files.zip manual) and that the
sword is aligned with the pattern along its length I have created a new pattern model, this is way clearer to use and will allow you to orient the sword correctly, no doubt! It also contains some tips on where to put the different parts, when you model your own sabers (e.g. thickness, where to start the blade, and where to place the handle
and pommel) export 3 files separately, preferably as a file .obj, but if you are like me and use fusion360 or another program that can not export as .obj, you will have to convert the grid to .obj using Note: In order to use the saber on BeatOn, you have to have three separate parts. Each piece is a different material used in the game (like
this): It is also possible for you to have dummy pieces instead of three separate objects. For example, you can only have a blade and a handle, and for glowing edges, you can add an extra mesh hidden inside your model. Transforming your objects Mod: After receiving the .obj files, you'll be able to turn them into a mod compatible with
Beat Saber for the quest you'll start by installing the Unity version of 2018.3.10f1 and discovering the unity of the project you downloaded (see the necessary files). It might say that you you it's the wrong version of Unity, but that's fine, since it should port more well, since we only use the project to reference and make sure the sabers are
the right size. Open the Unity Project by clicking twice on sabers.unity Move in individual files .obj To check whether they are properly targeted, move them to the left field If you look at the sword, it has to be face down, and what you want to be up to be in the Beat Saber should be pointing in the direction of the sabers that are there, and
the handle should stick a few at them (just like the image) If the orientation is not correct, you need to go back to your software model and change the placement and orientation of your models there, and then keep them in unity. DELETE OLD MODELS FROM UNITY, THEY'LL ONLY MAKE THE NEXT STEP HARDER (if the orientation
is correct, of course don't delete the models) Raw Unity Grid Files Now that your orientation is right it's time to convert them into raw unity grid files. To begin with you will need to build a scene, click Ctrl and Shift B to open the build settings, and build a scene for windows, Mac and Linux Let it build in the folder of your choice (I would like
to create a new folder called Build) and open UABE after as in UABE, go to the file - and go to the folder you built a scene in the assembly folder should be a folder called customSabers_data, go to this folder and open sharedassets0.assets with UABE You will get this screen, and your models will have a name to know that this is what
you can look at in sizes, for example, the size of the pen was the largest, so we know that the largest file here is the largest. Looking at the sizes before making raw files and following can help you identify them. To get raw data from the Unity Grid, click on export Raw. Remember earlier: we named each object based on the material we
wanted them to be. This is important now: Blade.obj should become SaberBlade.dat. Handle.obj should become SaberHandle.dat. GlowingEdges.obj should become SaberGlowingEdges.dat Put these files in a new folder that is the name of your saber (we will be converting this folder to .zip for easy download later) Now, to make the
actual mod, if you haven't downloaded the Files.zip Guide and open beatonmod.json's text editor (wouldn't recommend a regular notepad, something like a notepad works better) Taking a picture of your Saber New Beaton Update (0.9.8) has brought us the ability to add cover images for our mods, it doesn't matter too much that image
(make it recognizable! For the saber I recommend using the image saber, look at my saber photos/mod cover images for a way to do it!) Just make sure the image is 150 (w) x 200 (h) and is called Cover.png, so it will show in BeatOn before you start You will need to saber and drag it to the BeatOn download screen. Make sure your saber
is sabered Start Beat Saber (not via BeatOn as it will cause the ability of the quest screen not to work) Head to tutorial Back to the home screen quest and click The Exchange button in the bottom click of the record or capture the image If you want to capture the image: Keep the left saber diagonally through your left eye (close your right
eye if necessary) If you want to record: Keep the saber diagonally and stop recording. Connect the quest to the PC Open Side'st folder Go to the Head Files tab to Oculus - 'gt; Screenshots of the Export folder in the saber folder If you recorded the video, export the video to a place on your computer, open the video and find a good place
to take a screenshot. Save the screenshot in the saber folder At the top of the json you will see this information, now all you have to do is enter your own information out there and name things correctly. I recommend only to change the ID, name, author, description and number version id: ModID, name: Mod name, author: YourName,
description: Mod Description, GameVersion: 1.1.0, version: 1.0.0.0, platform: quest, category: Sauber, coverImageFilename: Cover.png, components: for my sword I changed it to this: id: ConnieSwordV1, --Unique Mod ID, it ensures that when the update is released it will not install mod again, but rewrite the old name : Connie V1 Sword,
- name displayed in BeatOn author: RedBrumbler, - Your name is here, so people know who did that saber description: Connie Bismuth's sword made for her from cartoon network show 'Steven Universe', a description can be used to credit others whose work you've worked with, or a great place to make meta gameVersion jokes: 1.1.0,
version: 1.0.1.0, --fashion version, I recommend raising the last number for small changes , but for larger redesigns use the second issue of the platform: the quest, category: Saber, coverImageFilename: Cover.png - it is easier to simply call the cover image Cover.png, than continue to edit this IMO-Redbrumbler components: Now that
you have all your files ready you can bundle them into a mail file (winrar or 7zip work normally for this) make sure your email file contains: beatonmod.json SaberBlade.dat SaberHandle.dat SaberwingEdges.dat Cover.png Cover.png A.rar file will not work! It has to be .zip! Now you have to be ready to download in BeatOn! If you get an
invalid mod, you're probably missing an argument in the information part I just listed, make sure it's all there! If it doesn't work, you may have to reset your assets (lose all downloaded songs, be careful!), but clicking reboot songs will load back most of them if it says invalid fashion file you can skip some files or made incomplete json If the
sabers (even confirmed working) don't appear at all, then you may even need to completely restall beat the sabers Add Sabs in Repo your repository! (explanation adapted by @Yuuki 0802 from BSMG, and I mean basically frankly copied) Make a Github account if you haven't clicked the fork button in the top right of this repository
Download github desktop Go to the forked repo (s right, your name / BeatOnCustomSabers) and click the Clone or Download button, Copy that link Go to Github Desktop: File - 'gt; Clone repository - URL and insert a link and then click the clone (keep a note of the local way you put the repo in) Head where you saved the repo in the
researcher's file (C: 'User'GitHub' Create a new mail folder (such as LaBandit915 in sabers) Drag the mail file in this Head folder back to the Github desktop Add a resume for your commit in the bottom left corner (e.g. Added saberName by LaBandit915) Click commit click click back to the forked REPO and click Create a pull and submit!
Once I or Yuuki accepts your request to pull your saber will be added here! Please check your fashion before shipping. Make sure they have the correct JSON format and are displayed correctly on the BeatOn mod screen. Page 2 CoEdited by Yuuki-0802 At the moment BeatOn stops only if you beat the saber version 1.3.0p2 or before
you can have mods! With the new Beat Saber update some changes have to happen with mods to make them work again. If you did any of them with my guide files you will find updated manual files in repo where they have always been! I hope to see the mods be updated soon! If you're at home as part of an asset replacement, you'll be
able to use this information to update the mods yourself: Sabers - the old install, but can't delete - you need to update the sharedassets file in json (12 --gt; 13) Notes - the old ones won't set as far as I can tell --gt; you need to update the sharedts file in json (13--gt; 14) Platforms - no changes to the trail - the old will not set as far as I can
say - need to update the sharedassets file in json (12 - zgt; 13) Hitsounds - no changes to Menusounds - no changes menumodels - no changes menutitles - no changes to Hook mods - no idea Forget to change the gameversion in your beatonmod.json! Table Content Unity version 2018.3.10f1 (any below or above and BeatSaber will
collapse) is the unity project. Source: Here is the Model of the program of your choice (I prefer fusion360) UnityAssetBundleExtractor (UABE) NOT my program, be careful when downloading programs from the Internet! Source: Here The Files Guide.zip contains .stl SaberTemplate, .obj SaberTemplate and customized beatonmod.json
Create your own models: You can also make your own models! I won't make this guide on how to use the software model to do this, just how to export files from your model program to use something for Saber, make sure the different parts split to make sure you can give them different textures/shaders. For example, this sword, which I
made, is divided into different parts: the blade and shiny accents. Saved this part as Blade.obj lightly colored white bits. Saved this part as GlowingEdges.obj and Saved this part as Handle.obj Together they make the sword possible: Grids don't have to be connected to function as a single grid! So whatever you do, if you have a few grids
that should be one, export them as a single file, otherwise you won't be able to get them in the mod properly. Please keep in mind that before exporting, you should want to keep the size and orient the saber to the provided SaberTemplate. Move the sabers, not the template! This ensures that we get the sword in the right position. Make
sure that the top (not cutting side) of your sword is aligned with the arrow on the template (from the Files.zip manual) and that the sword is aligned with the pattern along its length I have created a new pattern model, this is way clearer to use and will allow you to orient the sword correctly, no doubt! It also contains some tips on where to
put the different parts, when you model your own sabers (e.g. thickness, where to start the blade, and where to place the handle and pommel) export 3 files separately, preferably as a file .obj, but if you are like me and use fusion360 or another program that can not export as .obj, you will have to convert the grid to .obj using Note: In order
to use the saber on BeatOn, you have to have three separate parts. Each piece is a different material used in the game (like this): It is also possible for you to have dummy pieces instead of three separate objects. For example, you can only have a blade and a handle, and for glowing edges, you can add an extra mesh hidden inside your
model. Converting your objects into mods: After receiving the .obj files, you'll be able to turn them into a mod compatible with Beat Saber for the quest you'll start by installing the Unity version of 2018.3.10f1 and discovering the unity of the project you downloaded (see the necessary files). He could say that you opened it with the wrong
version of Unity, but that's fine since it should port more fine since we only use the project to reference and make sure the sabers are the right size. Open the Unity Project by clicking twice on sabers.unity Move in individual files .obj To check whether they are properly targeted, move them to the left field If you look at the sword, it has to
be face down, and what you want to be up to be in the Beat Saber should be pointing in the direction of the sabers that are there, and the handle should stick a few at them (just like the image) If the orientation is not correct, you need to go back to your software model and change the placement and orientation of your models there, and
then keep them in unity. DELETE OLD MODELS FROM UNITY, THEY'LL ONLY MAKE THE NEXT STEP HARDER (if the orientation is correct, of course don't delete the models) Raw Unity Grid Files Now that your orientation is right it's time to them in raw files of the unity grid. To begin with, you will need to build a scene, click Ctrl Ctrl
Build settings, and build a scene for windows, Mac and Linux Let it build in the folder of your choice (I would like to create a new folder called Build) and open UABE After as in UABE, go to the file - and go to the folder you built a scene in the assembly folder should be a folder called customSabers_data, go to this folder and open
sharedassets0.assets with UABE You will get this screen, and your models will have a name to know that this is what you can look at in sizes, for example, the size of the pen was the largest, so we know that the largest file here is the largest. Looking at the sizes before making raw files and following can help you identify them. To get raw
data from the Unity Grid, click on export Raw. Remember earlier: we named each object based on the material we wanted them to be. This is important now: Blade.obj should become SaberBlade.dat. Handle.obj should become SaberHandle.dat. GlowingEdges.obj should become SaberGlowingEdges.dat Put these files in a new folder
that is the name of your saber (we will be converting this folder to .zip for easy download later) Now, to make the actual mod, if you haven't downloaded the Files.zip Guide and open beatonmod.json's text editor (wouldn't recommend a regular notepad, something like a notepad works better) Taking a picture of your Saber New Beaton
Update (0.9.8) has brought us the ability to add cover images for our mods, it doesn't matter too much that image (make it recognizable! For the saber I recommend using the image saber, look at my saber photos/mod cover images for a way to do it!) Just make sure the image is 150 (w) x 200 (h) and is called Cover.png, so it will show in
BeatOn before you start You will need to zip up the saber and drag it to the BeatOn download screen. Make sure your saber is installed. Start Beat Saber (not via BeatOn as it will cause the ability of the quest screen not to work) Head to tutorial Back to the home screen quest and click The Exchange button in the bottom click of the
record or capture the image If you want to capture the image: Keep the left saber diagonally through your left eye (close your right eye if necessary) If you want to record: Keep the saber diagonally and stop recording. Connect the quest to the PC Open Side'st folder Go to the Head Files tab to Oculus - 'gt; Screenshots of the Export folder
in the saber folder If you recorded the video, export the video to a place on your computer, open the video and find a good place to take a screenshot. Save the screenshot in the saber folder At the top of the json you will see this information, now all you have to do is enter your own information out there and name things correctly. I
recommend changing only the ID, name, author, description and number of versions of id: ModID, name: Mod name, author: YourName, Mod Description, gameVersion: 1.1.0, version: 1.0.0.0, platform: quest, category: Sauber, Sauber, Cover.png, components: for my sword I changed it to this: id: ConnieSwordV1, --Unique mod ID, it
ensures that when the update is released it won't install the mod again, but rewrite the old name: Connie V1's Sword - the name displayed in BeatOn author: RedBrumbler, - your name is here, so that people know who did that saber description: The sword Connie Bismuth made for her from cartoon Network Show can be used to lend to
others whose work you've worked, or a great place to make meta gameVersion jokes: 1.1.0, version: 1.0.1.0, --version of fashion, I recommend to raise the last number for small changes, but for large redesigns use the second number platform: quest, category : Saber, coverIm FileFilename: Cover.png- It's easier to just call cover image
cover Cover.png than to continue editing this IMO-Redbrumbler components: Now that you have all your files ready you can link them to a mail file (winrar or 7zip work ok for that) make sure to that your email file contains: beatonmod.json SaberBlade.dat SaberHandle.dat SaberGlowingEdges.dat Cover.png A .rar file won't work! It has to
be .zip! Now you have to be ready to download in BeatOn! If you get an invalid mod, you're probably missing an argument in the information part I just listed, make sure it's all there! If it doesn't work, you may have to reset your assets (lose all downloaded songs, be careful!), but clicking rebooted songs will upload back most of them if it
says an invalid fashion file you may miss some files or made incomplete json If the sabers (even confirmed working) don't appear at all, then you may even need to completely reinstall beat the sabers Add Sabli in Repo (explanation adapted @Yuuki 0802 from BSMG, and by that I mean basically frankly copied) Make a Github account if
you haven't pressed the fork button in the top right version of this desktop Download github Go to the forked repo (sic, your name / BeatOnCustomSabers) and click the Clone or Download button, Copy that link Go to Github Desktop: File - 'gt; Clone repository - URL and insert a link and then click the clone (keep a note of the local way
you put the repo in) Head where you saved the repo in the researcher's file (C: 'User'GitHub' Create a new mail folder (such as LaBandit915 in sabers) Drag the mail file in this Head folder back to the Github desktop Add a resume for your commit in the bottom left corner (e.g. Added saberName by LaBandit915) Click commit click click
back to the forked REPO and click Create a pull and submit! Once I or Yuuki accepts your request to pull your saber will be added here! Please check your fashion before shipping. Make sure they have the correct JSON format and are properly displayed on the BeatOn mod screen. Screen. Screen. beat saber custom sabers. beat saber
custom sabers oculus quest. beat saber custom sabers mod. beat saber custom sabers not working. beat saber custom sabers github. beat saber custom sabers 1.11. beat saber custom sabers plugin. beat saber custom sabers ps4
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